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Dirt road crossed by deer migrating between California and Oregon. In the spring
tracks are counted at two-day intervals in
a strip 23 miles long. Picture shows method
of erasing tracks after each count is made.
Photo by Boyd Claggett.

CORRECTION

FISH FARM
WE FOUND IT two years ago. As the

crow flies, if he goes straight, it's twenty
miles southwest of Portland. On the map
it's three miles south of St. Paul. It's the
ideal site for Oregon's first warm-water
game fish hatchery.
The U. S. Soil Conservation Service
helped find it; it told us where we should

look for the soil type we needed. The
State Water Resources Board helped; it

showed us where we stood the best
chance to bring in a good well. And a

real estate man helped; he had a for sale
sign on thirty-five acres of flat, clay land.

Our Lands Section field agent got

bids let, and the heavy machinery in
action, it seemed that the earth moved
of its own will. In no time the construction was finished. The dikes and pond
bottoms are grated as smooth as a pool
table and the water is running. All the
ponds will be full by spring.

Once the ponds are full, they'll be
given a big dose of nitrogen and phosphorous fertilizer. This will stimulate the

growth of the tiny plants and animals,
called plankton, and the insects that are
food for small fish. We won't feed the
fish at all but will let nature grow the

a real workout purchasing that acreage.

food for us. By using this system the cost
of rearing will be almost nothing.

The property was in an estate with eleven
heirs scattered over the United States. He

When the plankton bloom has the
water about as thick as pea soup, we'll

did the job thoughfound them all,

agreed on a price, cleared the title, surveyed the property lines, paid the price,
and the land was ours.
First call was for the well driller. He

came, in the heat of August, and set
the bit to digging through the ancient
layers of clay and gravel. Two-hundred

feet down the bit struck a thick layer
of fine, black sand. He stopped the drill,
put in a twelve-inch casing and started
the pump. There was water, plenty of it,
almost double the four-hundred gallons
per minute that we'd hoped for.

go trap some wild bluegill, black crappie,

largemouth bass, channel catfish, and
smallmouth bass; bring them back and
give each species a pond of its own. After
they spawn, they'll be moved out so they

won't eat their offspring. They will be
put in the five fishless ponds to spawn
a year later. Each pond should produce
nearly 50,000 fingerling fish in a year's
time. By alternating ponds there will be
a pond of each species available every
year.

steelhead in Zones 7 and 9 was extended
to April 1. This does not apply to salmon
where separate season has been provided.
See 1964 angling synopsis.

Now we had the clay to build tight

The small fish will go to stock new
areas where warm-water game fish are
suited such as Prineville Reservoir and

ponds, the water to fill them, and enough

the proposed Beaver Creek Reservoir east
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TO BE BIMONTHLY
The Game Commission Bulletin
will appear only 6 times in 1964
instead of the usual 12 because of
a lack of funds.

sulted their mathematical tables, and

In December Bulletin, page 5, we
stated closing deadline for salmon and

money in the kitty to develop half the
area. We needed a plan. So the men of
the Engineering Section sharpened their
pencils, broke out their slide rules, condrew a blueprint.
The plan called for ten one-acre dug

and diked ponds. That is they are dug
down three feet into the earth and diked

up three feet to make a pond six feet
deep. The ponds are arranged in two rows

of five with a drainpipe in the dike
BULLETIN

HUNTER SAFETY

TRAINING PROGRAM
Instructors Approved
Month of November
7
Total to Date
3,077
Students Trained
Month of November
469
Total to Date
63,680
Firearms Accidents Reported in 1963
Fatal
10
Nonfatal
47
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between. Each pond has its own drainvalve outlet into the drainpipe. At the
end of the drainpipe is a sump with wire
baskets in it to catch the fish. The sump
drains into a ditch connected to the river.

It is simple, neat, and easy to handle.
Just open the drainvalve and the fish are

seined out by the wire baskets as the
water runs away to the river.
Six-inch portable aluminum irrigation
pipe carries the water from well to pond.

It will take about four days to fill each
pond.

When the plans were approved, the

of Salem. They will be used to rebuild
waters where chemical treatment has
been used to destroy rough fish and trout
planting isn't feasible.
Some day we will develop the other
half of that thirty-five acres of clay. That
will be some fish farm then!
Time to turn the water off. Come over
next summer and see how your fish are
growing.
One of

Ralph A. Grenfell

the ten one-acre rearing ponds for
warm-water game fish, near St. Paul. Picture
shows pond only half full.
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By John W. McKean, Chief of Operations, Game Division

FOR THE PAST 25 YEARS a herd
of mule deer that habitually summers

in portions of Lake and Klamath Counties
of Oregon and migrates south into northern Modoc County, California, in winter
has been a source of interest and contro-

versy in both states.
In October members of the Oregon
Legislature's Wildlife Interim Committee
and the Fish and Game Committee of the
California Assembly held joint hearings

at Yreka and Klamath Falls to secure
information on that important herd of
deer. Public testimony at these hearings
and others that have been held through
the years indicates a need for definition

of the range of the "Interstate Deer
Herd" and the management objectives
cooperatively pursued by the agencies
responsible for management of the deer
and the public land that produces them.
The purpose of this report is to present the game manager's concept of the
range of the Interstate herd and briefly
explain the cooperative program relating
to management of the herd and the range
upon which it is dependent.
Description:
Present knowledge of the herd's range
suggests that it shares about 2,000 square
miles in Oregon, with other resident deer,
from May through October and spends the
winter on portions of a 400 square mile
area of arid range land situated east and
south of Tule Lake, California. The criti-

cal winter concentration area includes
GAME BULLETIN

less than 100 square miles.
In terms of Oregon's total mule deer,
this herd seasonally occupies about 3 per
cent of the mule deer range, represents
about 5 per cent of the estimated mule
deer population, and contributes about
6 per cent of the annual mule deer harvest. These ratios are even smaller for
California. The factor that is not common

forces the animals to concentrate at low
elevations where soil and moisture limit
plant production.
Precipitation is the principal variable
affecting food production on mule deer
winter ranges, and the quantity and qual-

to other Oregon mule deer is that its

has different food preferences, and animal use can destroy the preferred plants
if numbers are not maintained in balance
with the supply. This principle applies to
both domestic and wild animals.
An objective of management is to

seasonal movement across the state line

places it under the jurisdiction of two
states, and a large part of its range, both
summer and winter, is federal land administered by the U. S. Forest Service.
It is not suggested that this migration
of deer across the state line in the area
between Klamath Falls and Lakeview is
the only interstate movement. It is per-

haps the most spectacular, but similar
migrations occur down Klamath River
west of Klamath Falls, in the Warner
range east of Goose Lake, and minor
exchanges of deer, elk, or antelope are
common along much of the state border.
California has many interstate herds
comparable to this example, with most

of them wintering in Nevada. For this
reason, the herd reported upon is identified as the "Devil's Garden Interstate
Deer Herd."
The Management Problem:
The principal factor limiting produc-

tion of mule deer on the Interstate and
other ranges is the winter food supply.
This condition exists because snow

ity of food available are constantly changing.

It also follows that each kind of animal

assure an adequate food supply for future
generations of animals. Success requires

intimate knowledge of the habits and
requirements of both plants and animals,
maintenance of a proper balance of animal numbers, and application of practical
development practices.
History:
The Devil's Garden winter range has

a colorful history which includes the
Modoc Indian War, a long period of
overgrazing by domestic animals, a series

of range fires dating to the present, and
a deer winter food problem dating back
to the early 1930s.
The deer problem was first recognized

by the Modoc National Forest in the
early 1930s. A Forest Service study of
the problem in 1937 and 1938 induced
the Oregon Game Commission to open the

(Continued on Page 6)
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A large fyke net used at the outlet of a dam turbine. Marked fingerling fish
were introduced into the turbine intake at the structure at the top of the photo.
These marked fish were then collected in the net and live box attached after
passing through the turbines. It is possible in this manner to determine injury

or mortality to fish caused by the action of the turbines.

A trawl net used in kokanee studies in the Cascade lakes. The net is pulled
rapidly through the water by two boats. Fish are examined, measured, and
then released. This net is being used to obtain basic life history information
about the kokanee in Oregon.

t-aking

kir

Collecting a sample of fish in an experimental gill net. These
nets are used mainly in lakes where they are strung across
varying depths of water. The fish swim into the net mesh and
cannot back out. The net mesh varies in size to get a representative sample of fish in the body of water. Generally,
these nets are set in the evening and left overnight.

Anwtory
Counting board used with a fish counting station at dams. This type of installation is
manned when the gate is open and the counter tallies and identifies the fish passing
over the board. Some of the newer dams have viewing ports in the ladders where the
counter may watch the fish pass by from the side. (U. S. Corps of Engineers photo.)
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Electric shocking equipment is used to sample fish populations in specific
sections of lakes and streams. Fish are stunned by the current between the
poles being held by the man on the right. The man on the left collects fish,
records the necessary data, and returns them to the stream. Very few fish
are permanently harmed by this process.

Installing a live trap in a fishway. Fish migrating upstream enter the
"V" entrance and are held in the screened live box where trap tender
may record data on them and then release them on upstream. The "V"
entrance is at the upper end of the trap in this photo. Many variations
of this trap are used in a wide diversity of conditions.

Measure of the ultimate objectivefish in the angler's creelis obtained
through periodic fisherman creel checks. Catch of one trout per hour by the
average angler is considered close to the goal. Biologists of the Game
Commission record size and species of fish taken by anglers. Information
as to the amount of time spent fishing and type of bait used, and specific
data about the fish also are recorded.

A large screen fyke net used to capture downstream migrant fish in a stream.

This net is lowered into the main channel of the stream and the fish going
downstream enter a series of funnels, finally ending up in a holding compartment. Periodically the compartment is emptied, the fish measured, checked

for marks or marked in some cases, and returned to the stream. Fish are
not harmed by this trap.

A downstream fry trap used in a diversion canal. In this trap, fish are
passed up an inclined plane of screen and then drop off into a holding
box. The box is located just below the two workers. The trap can be
raised out of the water when sampling is not being carried on. Fish in
the box are checked for marks and classified by species, then released
to go on downstream.

Table I
BASIC DATA OF THE DEVIL'S GARDEN - INTERSTATE DEER HERD
Deer Harvest
Year

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961.

1962
1963

Track
Count

Antlerless
Ore.
Calif.

Bucks
Ore.

Calif.

Total

10,826
9,665
14,011

13,256
17,570
10,547
11,601

17,615
17,170
12,240
11,695
12,819
14,642
14,203
13,091
12,112
7,193

2,500
2,440
3,149
1,898
2,798

670
310
967
98
128

3,821

361
441

3,494
4,659
4,912
3,168
4,738
4,658
3,409
2,589

899
925
662
1,345
646
684
212

0
688
2,343
1,399
1,893
1,850

2,574
3,931
2,173
981
1,609

0
1,319
1,504
0
0
0
2,008
1,885
0

285
0

2,394
2,123

554

1,302

0

0

3,170
4,757
7,963
3,395
4,819
6,032
8,517
11,374
8,010
5,096
7,692
8,252
6,216
4,103

Herd Comp.
Counts Per
100 Does
Bucks
Fawns

14

56

11

85
94
77
77
55
97
88

17
19
13
12
19
18
15

11
11

73
85
83
80
64
58

10

61

11

76

20
14
15

Bitterbrush Utilization
*Rainfall
Alturas

14.08
14.15
11.59
12.14
19.69
16.28
12.31

8.13
14.31

15.17
17.40
9.37
10.28
8.47
10.87
17.34

Growth

Livestock

Deer

Total

(In.)

% Use

% Use

% Use

16.2
21.5
29.5
29.9
18.2
15.6

36.3
39.9
48.3
40.2
34.3
22.7
32.6
53.2
37.8
26.8
39.2
26.6
39.4
24.0
24.2
17.9

3.5
3.2
3.7

54

3.8
3.2
3.0
4.5
4.3
4.8
2.4

20.1
18.4
18.8
10.3
16.1
7.1

1.8

13.5
8.5
7.5
12.0
10.5
9.0
8.2
7.0
6.0

2.6

4.4

2.1

19.1

44.7
30.3
14.8

28.7
17.6

31.2
17.0
18.2
13.5

% Plots Over

60%

Use

20
17
5
11

46
20
6
15
3

4
1

10
1

*Precipitation for 12 month period ending June 30 of named year.
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(Continued from Page 3)
150,700-acre "Mule Deer Refuge," which

included a large part of the summer
range of the herd, and initiate conservative antlerless deer seasons. In 1943 Oregon issued 6,000 antlerless deer tags and
harvested about 3,000 antlerless deer in
portions of Lake and Klamath Counties.
These early actions by the Oregon Game
Commission were based primarily upon
information provided by the Modoc and
Fremont National Forests. They stimulated much controversy in both states.
In the spring of 1945 members of the
California and Oregon Commissions met
with Forest Service representatives on

the winter range and determined that
coordination of investigations and management programs was essential for resto-

ration of the depleted forage resource
and maintenance of the deer herd.
Each agency agreed to assign technicians to an Interstate Deer Herd Study
Committee for the purpose of collecting
facts pertinent to the management of the

Interstate deer herd and its range. The
findings determined since 1945 have pro-

vided relative measures of the trends of

both the deer herd and the forage resource. They have been used as a guide
by the respective agencies in designing
development and management programs
relating to both the deer and the range.
The Inventory Program:
The basic inventories that have been
developed as guides to management of
the deer and the land are summarized in

Table I and are briefly explained as
follows.

Spring track count: A dirt road along
the Oregon-California line has provided

an opportunity to secure a partial but
representative count of the deer moving
Page 6

from California into Oregon in the spring.

16-year period has been 76 fawns per

The counting strip is 23 miles long and

100 does.

to eight week period, weather permitting.
By erasing all tracks at the time of counting and deducting all southbound cross-

affecting the production of forage plants
is precipitation. Weather Bureau records
for Alturas are used as a climatological

is read at two-day intervals for a six

ings from the northbound crossings, a
minimum measure of the spring migration
is secured.
The annual count has varied from lows

of 9,665 in 1948 and 7,193 in 1963 to
a high of over 17,000 in 1951, 1954, and
1955. The average for the past 17 years
has been 12,974 deer.

This inventory is not representative
of the total movement because the track
bed does not intersect all migration
routes, and there are always several days
that storms prevent counting.
Harvest Inventories: Although Oregon
and California employ different methods
of determining the experience of hunters

and the yield of deer, the respective
measures adequately reveal trends.
During the period from 1949 through
1962 a total of 89,396 deer, including
56,581 bucks and 32,815 antlerless deer,
has been reported taken. Oregon hunters
have had the privilege of taking 82 per

Precipitation: The dominant factor

base for interpretation of plant and

animal findings upon the winter range.
The normal precipitation is over 13
inches, but the measured precipitation

was about 30 per cent below normal
during the four-year period between

July 1, 1958 and June 30, 1962. Correlation of forage and fawn production with

weather records demonstrates a direct
response of both plants and animals to
this variable.

Forage utilization and trends: Bitterbrush is considered the key deer winter
food plant on the higher portions of the
winter range. A major objective of management has been to increase the vigor
and distribution of bitterbrush and associated species that are preferred by deer
and available during the critical winter
period.
Seventy-four bitterbrush transects are

located at random within the bitterbrush

type. They are measured in the fall to

10 to 20 bucks per 100 does, and has been
consistently low since 1959.

determine summer use, primarily by livestock, and in the spring to reveal winter
use by deer. The average total use has
varied from a low of 18 per cent in 1963
to a high of 53 per cent in 1955. Early
measures indicated that domestic livestock were taking about 20 per cent of
the available bitterbrush during the summer and fall months. With the cooperation of the Forest Service and livestock
permittees, adjustments of the time and

Fawn production and survival as of

location of grazing have reduced that

cent of these animals. The average annual
yield since 1949 has been 6,385 deer, and
37 per cent of them have been antlerless.

Herd Composition: Classification of
deer by sex and age is secured in Decem-

ber to determine fawn production and
sex ratios.

The buck-doe ratio has varied from

December have varied from lows of less
than 65 fawns per 100 does in 1947, 1959,

1960, and 1961, to a high of 97 fawns
per 100 does in 1953. The average for the

competition to about 4 per cent.
Of even greater importance is a longrange trend inventory which measures
(Continued on Page 7)
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the occurrence of all plant species on
r" the range. These measurements are taken
at five-year intervals and reveal little
change from sources other than fire during the past 17 years.
During the past five years there has

been some increase in the vigor and
crown size of bitterbrush plants, but

there is little evidence of natural reproduction, and a progressively greater proportion of the remaining live plants are
dying. Unfortunately, bitterbrush has

been eliminated on the lower elevations
where the deer concentrate during critical periods.

An extensive research program designed to determine practical methods of

re-establishing bitterbrush by planting

has an early deer season which normally

ends before the migrant deer cross the
state line in the fall.
In addition to manipulation of deer
numbers through hunting regulations and

adjustments of range use by domestic
animals, several different types of range
development, such as juniper removal,
grass seeding, shrub planting, fencing,
water development, etc., have been ap-

plied in an effort to increase range
capacity.

The basic data shown in Table I provide the biological base for the manage-

management. By mutual understanding
at the staff level Oregon has assumed
the burden of regulating the size of the

migrant herd. The problem is further
complicated by the fact that California

duction.

The low fawn production gave the

Fawn production was again below
normal (61) and the winter was more
severe, resulting in some loss on the

1958:

In 1958 the Oregon Game Commission

adopted the unit management program
of the distribution of hunters was result-

ing in overutilization of some of the
state."
In 1958 the privilege of taking antler-

less deer was limited to 2,500 persons.
Oregon hunters reported taking 3,168
bucks and 981 antlerless deer from the
Interstate unit. In the absence of such
control, hunters reported taking 4,912
bucks and 2,173 antlerless deer in 1957.
The 1958 regulations were purposely
conservative to secure a reference point
for future unit control; however, 1'7.4
inches of precipitation during the preced-

ing year gave reason to expect a good
forage supply to carry an increasing herd
through the following winter.
1959:

The low take of deer in 1958 combined

winter resulted in an increased track

winter range and poor condition in

the surviving animals. The track count
dropped to 12,112 deer, but with a total

precipitation of only 10.87 inches an
improved forage supply could not be
forecast. The Commission reduced the
number of permits to 3,000. Hunters took
2,589 bucks and 1,302 antlerless deer.
1963:

Fawn production improved (76), and
fall rains followed by a mild winter provided an abundant supply of green food
so that winter survival was high.

The spring track count dropped to
7,193 animals and precipitation was above

normal (17.34 inches), giving cause to
expect an ample food supply for all the
deer that could be produced in 1963.
Under these conditions the Oregon Commission did not authorize any harvest of
antlerless deer.

Hunters have not yet reported their
experience during the 1963 deer season,
but field checks indicate an increase in
the number of bucks available this year

principally yearlings.

count (14,642) in the spring of 1959.
Precipitation the preceding year had
been low (9.37), and poor forage production could be expected.
The Commission increased the number

This sequence of regulatory decisions
illustrates an effort to balance the annual
take of deer with the current production

of antlerless permits on the Interstate

low precipitation and poor forage produc-

of deer and the anticipated supply of
winter food. Four consecutive years of

unit to 4,000 because there would be an
inadequate supply of winter food. Hunters took 4,738 bucks and 1,609 antlerless

tion justified a reduction in the size of
the migrant herd. The abundant supply

deer.

that a greater number of deer can be

1960:

Fawn production dropped to 64, but
a mild winter permitted a high survival
in spite of low forage production. The
spring track count remained high (14,203).

Precipitation the preceding year was
again low (10.28), and a continued de-
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to expect improvement in forage pro-

1962:

with a production of 80 fawns per 100
does and a high survival through the

Deer and man tracks on counting strip
near California-Oregon line.

dropped to 13,091 deer. Precipitati2n totaled only 8.47 inches, giving no cause

since 1958.

more popular herds such as the "Inter-

tion of the regulatory phases of deer

Fawn production dropped to 58 fawns

per 100 does in 1960, and evidence of
some loss of deer on the winter range
was found. The spring track count

for the Interstate unit has been as follows

of the Interstate herd and its range are

cation in the design of management programs is maintained.
In recent years limitations upon the
California Game Commission's regulatory
authority have precluded full coordina-

1961:

ment policies that have been applied.
Oregon's interpretation of these data
to establish annual hunting regulations

for deer because it was apparent that
an either-sex bag limit without control

agencies; however, interagency communi-

hunters took 4,658 bucks and 2,394 antlerless deer.

Oregon Commission cause to reduce the
number of permits to 4,000. Hunters reported taking 3,409 bucks and 2,123 does
and fawns.

and other means has not produced tangible results.
Application of Findings
in Management:
Findings relating to the management

assembled and distributed to the participating agencies as seasonal segments of
work are completed.
Interpretation and application of the
findings are functions of the individual

the number of permits to 5,000. Oregon

cline in forage production was expected.
For this reason the Commission increased

of forage this year gives cause to expect
temporarily maintained.

Past records for the Interstate and
other deer herds suggest that in the
absence of any hunting a comparable

adjustment of deer numbers would have
occurred. However, through management,
the public did enjoy some benefits and

further damage to a depleted winter
range was minimized.
This is game management.
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Columba

fasciata h.; onilis

71t

Mum' west of Cascades & in Hood
River Co. Timbered mountains favorite haunt; a/so found scattered through-

out coastal plains & valley floors
near wooded sites.

Body -blue -gray wi
brown irridescent tinge on breast
e sides. Broad dark-colored band

near end of *ail. Feef bright
yellow, bill ye/low with black tip.
Adults have white collar or
crescent across back of neck.

Pair off in April or May. West is

loose structure of twigs built

in -trees from 5*(250' -fiom ground.
One egg is laid, 14418 days hicuboilonYoung -fed on "Pigeon milk': Later "1"'

fruit & berries are added.

Wild fruits,berries,nuts,
nuts flower

4 leaf buds, waste grain e legume

seeds make up the pigeon's
Visit mineral springs & -tidal

flats especially in late
surnm e
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